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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) research suggests that the ventral striatum (VS)/nucleus
accumbens, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and broader mesocorticolimbic dopamine system mediate
aspects of reward processing from expectation of reward to pleasantness experienced upon reward
attainment. In parallel, research utilizing event-related potentials (ERP) indicates that the feedback negativity
(FN) is sensitive to reward vs. non-reward feedback and outcome expectation. The FN has been source
localized to the mPFC and dorsal striatum, and converging evidence suggests that the FN reflects reward
processing in the mesocorticolimbic system. However, the extent to which ERP and fMRI measures of reward
processing are correlated has yet to be explored within the same individuals. The primary aim of the current
study was to examine the convergence between fMRI (i.e., VS and mPFC) and ERP (i.e., FN) measures of
reward processing in forty-two participants who completed counterbalanced fMRI and ERP sessions while
performing the same monetary gambling task. For the WinNLoss comparison, fMRI activation in the
mesocorticolimbic reward circuit including the VS and mPFC was positively correlated with the FN. Here, we
demonstrate that monetary gains activate the VS, mPFC, caudate, amygdala, and orbital frontal cortex,
enhance the FN ERP component within 300 ms post feedback, and that these measures are related. Thus, fMRI
and ERP measures provide complementary information about mesocorticolimbic activity during reward
processing, which may be useful in assessing pathological reward sensitivity.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The mesocorticolimbic dopamine (DA) system, which includes
dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area to both the
ventral striatum (VS)/nucleus accumbens and dorsal striatum (i.e.,
caudate and putamen) as well as orbital frontal cortex (OFC), medial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and amygdala, has long been implicated in
reward processing (Nestler and Carlezon, 2006). In functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, the VS responds to drugs
(Breiter et al., 1997; Drevets et al., 2001), attractive faces (Senior, 2003),
erotic images (Sabatinelli et al., 2007a; Walter et al., 2008), favorable
social interactions (Zink et al., 2008), monetary rewards (Knutson and
Bossaerts, 2007), and pleasant tastes (O'Doherty et al., 2002). The VS
responds in anticipation of reward (Knutson et al., 2001a, 2001b;
O'Doherty et al., 2002) and other striatal areas including the caudate
mediate the relationship between action and reward outcome (Tricomi
et al., 2004; Zink et al., 2004). Reward attainment (Knutson et al.,
2001b; O'Doherty et al., 2002) and outcome monitoring (Kringelbach,
2005) recruit the mPFC. Finally, the subjective feeling of hedonia is
associated with OFC activation (Kringelbach, 2005; Kringelbach et al.,
2003). Thus, components of the mesocorticolimbic DA system mediate
reward processing from seeking to gratification.
Complementary evidence from scalp-recorded event-related po-
tentials (ERPs) has revealed that the “feedback negativity”2 (FN;
peaking at 300 ms) is sensitive to positive vs. negative outcomes such
as monetary rewards (Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Miltner et al.,
1997). Variation in FN amplitude is thought to reflect the early, binary
evaluation of outcomes as either better or worse than expected. The
FN is larger in response to unexpected outcomes (Hajcak et al., 2007;
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2 This ERP component is referred to alternately as the feedback error-related
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from the observation of a relative negative deflection in the ERP for unfavorable
outcomes. Taking the “loss minus win” difference yields negative values at
frontocentral recording sites. Recent evidence, however, suggests that the FN may
actually reflect a positivity to favorable outcomes (Foti et al., 2011; Holroyd et al.,
2008), although we have opted to use the “loss minus win” convention (as opposed to
“win minus loss”) in figures here to be consistent with the existing literature.
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Holroyd et al., 2003; Potts et al., 2006), tracks the relative valence of
outcomes within the immediate context (Holroyd et al., 2006, 2004a),
and is insensitive to outcome magnitude (Hajcak et al., 2006; Sato et
al., 2005; Yeung and Sanfey, 2004). One challenge in using the FN to
study reward processing, however, is the issue of component overlap.
In particular, the FN overlaps in time with the parietally-maximal
P300, a component which is also sensitive to subjective probability
and expectation violations (Courchesne et al., 1977; Duncan-Johnson
and Donchin, 1977). In principle, apparent variation in FN amplitude
could actually reflect variation in the P300. In a prior study, we applied
temporospatial principal components analysis (PCA) to parse the ERP
waveform and isolate the FN from overlapping responses (Foti et al.,
2011). One advantage to this approach is that it improves the accuracy
of source localization techniques, allowing for a better estimate of
potential neural generators of ERP components (Dien, 2010b). In fact,
in our data the PCA-derived FN localized to the dorsal striatum (Foti et
al., 2011), whereas in previous work using traditional scoring
techniques the FN has primarily been localized to the mPFC (i.e.,
anterior cingulate cortex Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Miltner et
al., 1997; Potts et al., 2006), although others have localized the FN to
the dorsal striatum (Martin et al., 2009).
Together, these lines of evidence suggest that activity in both the
mPFC and the striatum (dorsal and ventral) may contribute to the
FN, but to date there have been no direct comparisons of fMRI and
ERP measures of reward-related activity. Data from fMRI and ERP
measures reflect distinct physiological processes—changes in cere-
bral blood flow associated with neuronal activity and synchronized
changes in postsynaptic potentials, respectively. Studies have often
found linear relationships between fMRI and ERP measures
(Logothetis, 2003; Mathalon et al., 2003; Sabatinelli et al., 2007b),
which suggests common neural activity across methods, and yet in
principle it is also possible for fMRI and ERP measures to be
orthogonal to one another within the same experimental task
(Nunez and Silberstein, 2000). Here, we explicitly assess the
relationship between fMRI (i.e., mPFC and VS) and ERP (i.e., FN)
measures of reward sensitivity. In a counterbalanced order,
participants completed fMRI and ERP versions of a simple gambling
task in which they could win or lose money on each trial (Foti and
Hajcak, 2009; Hajcak et al., 2006). We predicted that the winN loss
contrast would yield activation in VS, mPFC, and additional
mesocorticolimbic structures (Knutson et al., 2001b) and an
enhanced amplitude of the reward-related FN ERP at frontocentral
electrode sites (Hajcak et al., 2006). Critically, given that both
measure neural reactivity to reward, we expected that winN loss
differences measured by fMRI (i.e., mPFC and VS) and ERP (i.e., FN)
would be positively correlated with each other. Furthermore, based
on our previous source localization work summarized above (Foti et
al., 2011), we hypothesized that a PCA-derived measure of the FN




Forty-five (male=27) consenting adults between the ages of 19
and 25 (M=21.11, SD=1.27) participated in the study. Forty
reported being right-handed and five reported being left-handed.
Potential participants were screened for metal. Participants were
monetarily compensated for their time. The Institutional Review
Board of Stony Brook University approved this study. Participants
completed fMRI and ERP testing sessions in a counterbalanced order
(23 completed the fMRI session first)3. Two participants had poor
quality EEG data, defined as having fewer than 20 artifact-free trials
per condition (Marco-Pallares et al., 2011). Grubbs' (1969) test was
performed on key study variables to identify outliers; one participant
had significantly deviant fMRI VS data (z=5.04, pb0.05). These three
participants were excluded from respective subsequent analyses,
leaving 42 (25 male) individuals with both ERP and fMRI measures.
Gambling task (fMRI)
The experiment was programmed and run with E-prime (Psy-
chology Software Tools, Pittsburg, PA). An MRI-compatible 60 Hz
projector with a 1024×768 resolution, reflected stimuli onto a mirror
attached to the head coil. Each trial began with a white fixation cue
presented in the center of a black screen (500 ms). Next, a screen
displayed two doors side-by-side for 4000 ms. Participants were
instructed that behind one of the doors there was a monetary prize
(+$0.50) while behind the other door there was a loss (−$0.25).
Participants used aMRI-compatible response box tomake their choice
of door. Note, participants were told that if they did not choose while
the doors were on the screen, that the computer would choose a door
at random. Then, after another brief fixation cue (500 ms), a feedback
screen was displayed (1000 ms) where a green ‘↑’ indicated a correct
guess, while a red ‘↓’ indicated an incorrect guess. A blank black screen
jittered intertrial interval occurred between each trial (M=4000 ms,
Min.=1500 ms, Max=14000 ms). The task was 10 min and 5 s in
duration and consisted of 60 trials with 30 predetermined wins and
losses presented in a pseudorandom order. That is, unknown to
participants, left or right door responses did not influence whether or
not a trial was a win or loss. Prior to the collection of functional
imaging data participants completed two practice trials containing
examples of a win and a loss.
Functional image acquisition and analysis
A 3 Tesla Siemens Trio whole body scanner was used to acquire
242 T2*-weightedwhole-brain volumeswith anEPI sequence sensitive to
BOLD signal using the following parameters: TR=2500ms, TE=22ms,
flip angle=83°, matrix dimensions=96×96, FOV=224×224 mm,
slices=40, slice thickness=3.5 mm, and gap=0. Standard preproces-
sing procedures were performed in SPM8, including image realignment
corrections for head movements, slice timing corrections for acquisition
order, normalization to standard 2×2×2mm Montreal Neurological
Institute space, and spatial smoothingwith a Gaussian full-width-at-half-
maximum8mmfilter. First-level single subject SPMswere created froma
model, which specified the onset of loss (i.e., ↓) and win cues (i.e., ↑).
Gambling task (ERP)
The ERP version of the gambling task was administered using
Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, Cali-
fornia, USA) to control the presentation and timing of all stimuli. The
task was designed to proceed in a similar manner to the fMRI version,
with the timing of stimuli within each trial as follows: (i) the graphic
of two doors was presented until a response was made, (ii) a fixation
mark was presented for 1000 ms, (iii) a feedback arrow was
presented for 2000 ms, (iv) a fixation mark was presented for
1500 ms, and (v) ‘Click for the next round’ was presented until a
response was made. To familiarize participants with the task, they
first completed five practice trials.
ERP data acquisition and analysis
The continuous EEG was recorded using a custom cap (Cortech
Solutions, Wilmington, North Carolina, USA) and the ActiveTwo
BioSemi system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands). The signal was
preamplified at the electrode with a gain of 1; the EEGwas digitized at
3 Values for all extracted fMRI activations and PCA scores did not differ between the
two testing orders (all p's≥0.30).
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24-bit resolution with a sampling rate of 512 Hz using a low-pass fifth
order sinc filter with a half-power cutoff of 102.4 Hz. Recordings were
taken from 64 scalp electrodes based on the 10/20 system, as well as
two electrodes placed on the left and right mastoids. The electrooc-
ulogram was recorded from four facial electrodes: two 1 cm above
and below the left eye, one 1 cm to the left of the left eye, and one
1 cm to the right of the right eye. Each electrode was measured online
with respect to a common mode sense electrode that formed a
monopolar channel. Off-line analysis was performed using Brain
Vision Analyzer software (Brain Products, Munich, Germany). All data
were re-referenced to the average of all scalp electrodes and band-
pass filtered with cutoffs of 0.1 and 30 Hz. The EEGwas segmented for
each trial, beginning 200 ms before feedback onset and continuous for
1000 ms following feedback onset. Each trial was corrected for blinks
and eye movements using the method developed by Gratton et al.
(1983). Specific channels were rejected in each trial using a semi-
automated procedure, with physiological artifacts identified by the
following criteria: a step of more than 50 μV between sample points, a
difference of 300 μV within a trial, and a maximum difference of less
than 0.5 μVwithin 100-ms intervals. Additional physiological artifacts
were identified using visual inspection (1.62% of total ERP data).
Stimulus-locked ERPs were averaged separately for non-rewards
(i.e., monetary losses) and rewards (i.e., monetary gains), and the
activity in the 200-ms window before feedback onset served as the
baseline. The FN was scored with temporospatial principal compo-
nents analysis (Dien and Frishkoff, 2005) using the ERP PCA (EP)
Toolkit, version 1.3 (Dien, 2010a). Following recently published sets of
guidelines for applying PCA to ERP datasets (Dien, 2010b; Dien et al.,
2005, 2007), a temporal PCA was performed on the data first in order
to capture variance across time points. Promax rotation was used, and
11 temporal factors were extracted based on the resulting Scree plot
(Cattell, 1966). A separate spatial PCA was performed for each of the
12 temporal factors. Infomax rotation was used, and based on the
averaged Scree plot for all 11 temporal factors, four spatial factors
were extracted, yielding 44 unique factors combinations. Of these, 17
accounted for at least 0.5% of the total variance and were retained for
further analysis; three significantly differentiated between wins and
losses (Bonferroni correction: pb .003), and we focused our analyses
on the one most consistent with the FN. The covariance matrix and
Kaiser normalization were used for each PCA. The waveforms for each
factor were reconstructed (i.e., converted to microvolts) by multiply-
ing the factor pattern matrix with the standard deviations. Factors of
interest were scored using the peak values on non-reward and reward
trials. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (17.0; SPSS, Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois, USA).
Source analysis was applied to the temporospatial factor corre-
sponding to the FN. This analysis was conducted by specifying a pair of
hemispheric dipoles (the second dipole mirroring position but not
orientation) in BESA (Verion 5.1, MEGIS Software GmbH, Gräfelfing,
Germany) using an elliptical four-shell model. One disadvantage of
dipole modeling is the necessity of setting the number of sources to be
fit a priori; however, this is ameliorated by the use of two-step PCA,
which decomposes the ERPwaveform into unique sources of variance.
Indeed, recently published simulation data indicates that PCA
significantly improves the accuracy of source localization techniques
(Dien, 2010b). The entire epoch was selected for the fitting process
because the spatial distribution of two-step PCA factors is invariant
across time. A residual variance of no more than 10% was used as the
criterion for a good quality solution.
Results
fMRI
A second-level whole brain analysis was performed for the win vs.
loss t-test contrast to assess the brain regions involved in reward
processing. Images were thresholded using a family-wise error (FWE)
corrected α=0.05 with an extent threshold of 10 continuous voxels.
As expected and can be seen in Figs. 1a–c, this analysis revealed
subcortical activations bilaterally in the caudate, amygdala, and VS. In
addition, cortical areas in the reward circuit such as themPFC and OFC
(see Figs. 2a–b), which included bothmedial and lateral orbital frontal
areas, were activated for this contrast.4 ThemPFC regionwas centered
on the border of the ventro-rostral ACC and the medial frontal gyrus.
Table 1 provides a detailed statistical description of the above-
mentioned activations in addition to other areas revealing rewarded-
related activations. No areas were significantly greater for losses
compared to wins using a FWE corrected α=0.05.
ERP
The grand average ERP waveforms (prior to PCA) are presented in
Fig. 3. The FN was maximal approximately 300 ms following feedback
onset at frontocentral recording sites, which is consistent with
previous research. Based on visual inspection of the PCA waveforms
and the associated spatial distributions, Temporal Factor 7/Spatial
Factor 1 was identified as being most consistent with the FN (Fig. 4).
This factor had a peak temporal loading of 281 ms following feedback
onset, was maximal at frontocentral recording sites, and significantly
differentiated rewards from non-rewards (t(41)=6.84, pb0.001).
Consistent with a previous application of temporospatial PCA, the
factor waveforms indicated that this response was a positivity on
reward trials that was reduced on non-reward trials (Foti et al., 2011).
To be consistent with the existing FN literature, however, the
presented difference waves and scalp distributions (Figs. 3–4)
indicate the difference between losses and wins, making the FN
appear as a relative negativity at frontocentral sites. Also consistent
with the aforementioned study, source localization of the win vs. loss
contrast identified the dorsal striatum as a likely neural generator,
with MNI coordinates of (31,−16, 10) and residual variance of 1.39%,
indicating a good quality solution.
fMRI and ERP correlations
Caudate, VS, amygdala, OFC, and mPFC fMRI activity elicited by the
win vs. loss contrast was extracted (using the “eigenvariate” button in
SPM8) from voxels (with an uncorrected pb0.001) within a 6 mm
sphere centered on the coordinates reported in Table 1. These regional
fMRI activations were then compared to individuals' PCA difference
for the win vs. loss contrast. PCA values were converted to positive
numbers, such that larger numbers indicate a larger difference
between monetary losses and gains. As displayed in Fig. 1d, Pearson
correlations (one-tailed) revealed the strongest correlation between
PCA scores and hemodynamic activity in the right VS (r=0.52,
pb0.001), but this relationship was also present in the left VS
(r=0.28, pb0.05). Additional positive correlations were observed
between PCA scores and fMRI activity in the mPFC (r=0.26, pb0.05;
see Fig. 2c), left lateral OFC (r=0.28, pb0.05), amygdala (left:
r=0.42, pb0.01 and right: r=0.36, pb0.01), and caudate (left:
r=0.44, pb0.01 and right: r=0.37, pb0.01). On the other hand, fMRI
activation in the medial OFC was not correlated with PCA scores
(r=0.15, pN0.1). Furthermore,win vs. loss elicited activation inmotor
(medial: r=0.07, pN0.1 and lateral: r=0.18, pN0.1) and visual
cortices (r=0.17, pN0.1) were not correlated with PCA scores. Thus,
we found that the PCA-derived FN factor was positively correlated
4 Consistent with circuit- or system-level processing, reward related activations in
the bilateral VS, caudate, amygdala, mPFC, and left OFC were all correlated with each
other (r's ranging between 0.20 and 0.74). The highest correlation occurred between
the right VS and caudate (r=0.74, pb0.001) and the lowest correlation was between
the left VS and the mPFC (r=0.20, p=0.10).
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with fMRI activation across the entire reward circuit, but was not
correlated with activation in motor and visual cortical regions.
For comparison, we also scored the FN using a traditional window
measurement, rather than PCA, taking the average activity at FCz from
250 to 350 ms. Correlating this window measurement with the same
fMRI variables, all of the associations were in the same direction as
with the PCA variable, but they were uniformly weaker; with only
significant correlations in the right hemisphere VS (r=0.34, pb0.05),
Win > Loss Contrast
mPFC
OFC











Fig. 2. The a) left orbital frontal cortex and b) medial prefrontal cortex were activated in response to monetary wins compared to losses. c) Scatterplot depicting the relationship
between the FN and BOLD responses in the medial prefrontal cortex. Activation displayed at pb0.0001 uncorrected.
Win > Loss Contrast
a b
Amygdala
















Fig. 1. Greater activation was observed for monetary wins compared to losses bilaterally in the a) caudate (left), b) amygdala (right), and c) ventral striatum. d) Scatterplot depicting
the relationship between the FN and BOLD responses in the right ventral striatum. Activation displayed at pb0.05 FWE-corrected.
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amygdala (r=0.30, pb0.05), and caudate (r=0.28, pb0.05). Collec-
tively, these data suggest that PCA-derived factor scores correlate
better than traditional scoring approaches with reward-related neural
activity measured with fMRI.
Although source analysis applied directly to the PCA waveform
identified the dorsal striatum as a likely neural generator, this region
did not overlap with the dorsal or ventral striatal regions showing
significant BOLD activation. Given that accurate source localization is
challenged by the nature of the “inverse problem,” we utilized the
fMRI data to solve the “forward problem” to assess how well these
localized activations explain the scalp distribution of the FN. In
particular we focused on the right VS (the maximally activated region
from the fMRI analysis and most strongly correlated with the FN) as a
neural generator of the FN. A subsequent source analysis was
conducted fixing the dipole locations at the bilateral VS coordinates
and leaving the orientations free to vary. The residual variance was
2.32%, indicating a good quality solution. Additional dipoles were then
added at the coordinates of the remaining thirteen regions, including
those that did and did not show significant associations between
BOLD response and FN amplitude. The residual variance with these 15
dipoles was 0.78%. The source waveforms from this analysis provide
an indication of the relative contribution of each dipole to the
observed scalp potential; the peak values of these waveforms are
presented in Fig. 5. The right VS dipole had the largest single
contribution, followed by the dipole in the right caudate. The
remaining dipoles had relatively smaller contributions.
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first evidence
combining fMRI and ERP measures of reward processing indicating
that these measures are positively correlated with each other.
Consistent with prior work in reward processing, we found that
mesocorticolimbic DA structures including the VS, caudate, amygdala,
mPFC, and OFC were activated during fMRI acquisition in response to
monetary gains compared to losses (Elliott et al., 2003; Knutson et al.,
2001a, 2001b; Kringelbach et al., 2003). Consistent with previous ERP
research the FN was more positive following gains than losses
approximately 250–350 ms post feedback (Gehring and Willoughby,
2002; Miltner et al., 1997) and the single best estimate of this
differentiation is in the dorsal striatum (Foti et al., 2011). When fMRI
activations were used to guide source estimation, however, a VS
source was complemented by additional FN sources, including the
caudate and mPFC. Therefore, our results support two parallel lines of
Table 1
Reward vs. Loss Related Activations.
Region
MNI Coordinates
Hemisphere x y z Voxels t value
Subcortical Structures⁎
Ventral Striatum L −14 10 −8 1386 7.19
R 10 6 −4 1386 9.01
Caudate (Head) L −16 20 2 1386 7.64
R 12 20 4 1386 6.15
Amygdala L −14 0 −16 1386 8.02
R 16 0 −16 1386 8.52
Frontal Regions
Orbtal Frontal Cortex (lateral) L −26 30 −12 32 6.16
OFC (medial) L–R 2 26 −24 10 6.94
Medial Prefrontal Cortex (ventral) L −6 48 −8 18 5.88
mPFC (dorsal) L −2 56 0 18 5.80
Superior Frontal Gyrus L −18 32 54 81 6.80
R 26 36 48 26 6.63
Motor Cortex (lateral) L 50 −8 36 51 6.28
MC (medial) L–R 16 −22 72 200 6.29
Posterior Regions
Visual Cortex L −42 −56 0 13 6.10
Reported activations were significant at pb0.05 family-wise error corrected.
⁎ A single cluster of activation extended into multiple subcortical regions.
Fig. 3. Left: ERP waveforms at electrode FCz for non-rewards, rewards, and the difference (non-reward minus reward). Right: Scalp distribution of the difference between non-
rewards and rewards from 275 to 325 ms.
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research on reward processing—and provide an empirical link
between these methods by demonstrating across individuals that
the FN is correlated with VS, caudate, amygdala, mPFC, and OFC
response to rewards.
Linking fMRI and ERP research together is important for the field of
human neuroscience because these two methodologies have com-
plementary strengths and weaknesses in terms of spatial and
temporal resolution, respectively. Although fMRI (blood oxygen)
and ERP (postsynaptic potentials) measure distinct physiological
processes with time scales differing on an order of magnitude, our
results are suggestive of common underlying neural activity for both
fMRI and ERP measures of reward. Initial research (Logothetis, 2003)
Fig. 4. a) PCA waveforms at electrode FCz for non-rewards, rewards, and the difference (non-reward minus reward). b) Location and orientation of the source solution for temporal
factor 7/spatial factor 1.
Fig. 5. Peak values of the source waveforms resulting from source analysis fitting fifteen simultaneous dipoles. The dipole locations were fixed at the coordinates of the regions
showing significant BOLD activation.
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on the mechanisms underlying of the BOLD response has shown a
high coherence between neural activity and the BOLD signal (with a
6–12 s lag between neural activation and the peak BOLD response).
Importantly, this coherence is strongest for neuronal local field
potentials compared to single cell spiking, indicating that, similar to
EEG/ERP, BOLD fMRI is primarily reflective of regional neural activity
(Logothetis, 2003). In the current study, right VS activity was best
correlated with the FN, which suggests that the rapid 280 ms
electrocortical response (FN) may be reflective of the actual timescale
in which VS neurons are differentially responsive to reward vs. non-
reward outcomes. However, further research is necessary to deter-
mine this level of specificity. Nevertheless, it appears that common or
related neural activity is underlying reward circuit BOLD activity and
FN amplitude modulation.
To the best of our knowledge, only one previous reward processing
study has collected both ERP and fMRI data within a single sample
(Martin et al., 2009). This prior work utilized reward-related fMRI
activations in the ACC to drive ERP source localization, but did not
directly compare these measures. Here we expand on this prior work
by demonstrating positive correlations between the FN and a number
of regions in the reward circuit including the VS, caudate, amygdala,
mPFC/ACC, OFC. By directly relating these two measures, the current
data demonstrates the presence of a linear relationship between
reward-related neural activity across neuroimaging methods, and
that this relationship is more apparent when the ERP waveform is
parsed using temporospatial PCA than traditional scoring methods
(e.g., average activity in a time window). Thus, the current data
suggests that ERP and fMRI measures of reward processing are
positively correlated across the reward circuit and that temporospa-
tial PCA improves this association relative to traditional difference
scores.
The observed association between fMRI activation in the
mesocorticolimbic DA circuit and the FN ERP component builds
upon indirect evidence provided by prior research. In particular,
source localization techniques have identified either the mPFC/ACC
(Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Miltner et al., 1997; Potts et al.,
2006) or the dorsal striatum (Foti et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2009)
as likely neural generators of the FN. It has been suggested that FN
amplitude is related to phasic changes in dopaminergic signals in
the ACC (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Holroyd et al., 2004b). From this
perspective, outcomes that are worse than expected elicit phasic
decreases in dopaminergic input from the ventral tegmental area
that disinhibit ACC neurons—that is, greater neural activity to
monetary losses than gains. Functional MRI data, however, suggests
the opposite pattern for the mPFC/ACC, which are more active in
response to gains compared to losses (Fujiwara et al., 2009; Rogers
et al., 2004) and to pleasant compared to unpleasant images
(Sabatinelli et al., 2007a). While the current data are consistent
with the possibility that mPFC activation contributes to the scalp-
recorded FN, they suggest that the directionality of the effect may
be in the opposite direction, reflecting increased activity to rewards.
In addition, the current data are consistent with a previous report in
which we applied source localization techniques in conjunction
with temporospatial PCA and localized the FN to the dorsal
striatum, suggesting that reward-related activity in the dorsal
striatum may also contribute directly to the observed scalp potential
(Foti et al., 2011). This latter finding is noteworthy in light of
neuroimaging evidence that, like modulation of the FN, striatal
activation is sensitive to outcome valence, but not magnitude
(Elliott et al., 2003), and that it is sensitive to violations of reward
predictions (McClure et al., 2004; O'Doherty et al., 2003). Tradi-
tionally, subcortical regions have not been considered as likely
generators of scalp-recorded ERPs, although this perspective has
been challenged (Rektor, 2002; Sander et al., 2010). In particular, a
recent simulation study using a whole-brain anatomical model
concluded that activity in subcortical regions, including the
striatum, creates distinct field potentials at the scalp that can be
detected and differentiated from cortical activity with relatively few
experimental trials (Attal et al., 2009). Linking these two perspec-
tives on the FN, the current study indicates that both striatal
(ventral and dorsal) and mPFC activation may contribute to the
scalp-recorded FN and are more active in response to rewards.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the structures of the
mesocorticolimbic reward circuit are thought to mediate different
aspects of reward processing such as reward anticipation (VS;
Knutson et al., 2001a) and hedonic feeling states (OFC; Kringelbach
et al., 2003). Here we used a simple active (response-based)
gambling task with unpredictable win and loss outcomes to elicit
brain activations generally associated with reward processing (Foti
and Hajcak, 2009; Hajcak et al., 2006). An earlier passive (no
response) reward prediction study compared ERP and fMRI
measures and revealed mPFC/ACC activation to reward (Martin et
al., 2009), while we identified a more distributed reward network
including the mPFC/ACC, VS, caudate, OFC, and amygdala in addition
to areas of motor cortex. A passive reward prediction task was also
used in a recent ERP study that quantified the FN using two-step
PCA and found effects of both outcome valence and expectation
(Potts et al., 2011). They identified a reward-related positivity at
central sites, similar to the PCA factor identified here, as well as a
concurrent frontal response and an earlier posterior response that
were sensitive to unpredicted losses. These differences in neural
reactivity may be due to differences in experimental design (i.e.,
active and unpredictable vs. passive and predictable). It will be
important for future research to further implement tasks specifically
and systematically designed to assess the unique subcomponents of
reward processing to better understand how fMRI and ERP
measures of these processes are related. For example, studies have
disassociated neural activation that is specific to reward anticipation
in the VS from the neural activation elicited upon reward
attainment in the mPFC (Knutson et al., 2001b). Furthermore, VS
activation during expected monetary gain predicts future “risky”
financial decisions, whereas insula activation in anticipation of
aversion is associated with future “safe” decisions (Knutson and
Bossaerts, 2007) and tracks one's general feeling state of worry
(Carlson et al., 2011). Further combined fMRI and ERP research is
needed to more fully understand the anatomical and temporal
characteristics of this complex process and how these characteris-
tics are associated with future behavior(s) and subjective feeling
states.
Understanding the characteristics of mesocorticolimbic reward
circuit is not only important for determining its role in affective and
mood processing within the healthy population, but also for
understanding abnormalities associated with a number of psycho-
pathologies including addiction (see Nestler, 2005 for review),
schizophrenia (e.g., Juckel et al., 2006; Simon et al., 2010; Wacker et
al., 2009), and depression (reviewed by Fitzgerald et al., 2008;
Martin-Soelch, 2009; Nestler and Carlezon, 2006). In the case of
depression, behavioral findings (Pizzagalli et al., 2008), fMRI VS
activation in adults (Epstein et al., 2006; Fitzgerald et al., 2008;
Pizzagalli et al., 2009; but see Knutson et al., 2008 for alternative
results) and children (Forbes et al., 2009, 2010), and FN ERP work
(Foti and Hajcak, 2009, 2010) support the notion that depression is
associated with reduced sensitivity to reward. In particular, a
blunted VS response in depression is specifically correlated with
anhedonia (Keedwell et al., 2005; Wacker et al., 2009) and deep
brain stimulation of the VS attenuates anhedonic symptoms
(Schlaepfer et al., 2008). Given that the FN is correlated with VS
activation and the relatively inexpensive costs associated with ERP
acquisition, it may be possible to use the FN to objectively quantify
reward circuit sensitivity, which could be a useful screening
measure for psychopathologies associated with abnormal reward
processing. However, further research is needed to determine the
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clinical efficacy of the FN as a potential marker for reward-related
psychopathologies.
In conclusion, our results support prior fMRI research implicating
the VS, caudate, amygdala, mPFC, and OFC amygdala in reward
processing (Elliott et al., 2003; Knutson et al., 2001a, 2001b;
Kringelbach et al., 2003) and link this activity to ERP work on the
FN, a relative positivity in the ERP following gain compared to loss
feedback (Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Miltner et al., 1997).
Importantly, we found that fMRI and ERP measures of monetary
reward processing were positively correlated with each other in a
single sample, which suggests that these two neuroimaging methods
are measuring shared underlying neural reactivity to reward. Given
that various psychopathologies have been associated with abnormal
reward processing, the FN may potentially be used as a relatively
inexpensive measure to assess pathological reward processing.
However, future clinical research is needed to assess the potential of
the FN as a screening measure and further basic research is needed to
link fMRI and ERP measures for more specific aspects of reward
processing, such as reward expectation vs. attainment and associated
hedonic feeling states.
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